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Abstract
Limitations of electrical wires result in distortion and dispersion of the signal for
long distances. That have emerged optical communication as the only way of
communication for long distances. For medium distances optics can support the high data
rates required by the latest applications. Optical networks are becoming the dominant
transmission medium as the data rate required by different applications increases.
The bottleneck for implementing optical instead of electric networks for medium
distances, like local area network, is the cost of the optical components and the cost of
replacing the existing copper network. This thesis will discuss the possible cost benefits
that come from the use of different materials like plastic optical fiber instead of silica
fiber or Si, Si/Ge instead of InP or GaAs for the transceiver as well as the trade offs
between the performance and cost when discrete transceiver is replaced by the
monolithically integrated transceiver, by using a process based cost model.
Thesis Supervisor: Lionel C. Kimerling
Title: Thomas Lord Professor of Materials Science and Engineering
Randolph E Kirchain Jr,
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Due to the capacity limitations of electrical wires (distortion from dispersion and
interference result in a signal that can not be read if transmitted at high frequencies), all
long distance communication is done through optics. For medium distance
communication, e.g. local area networks, optics is making significant progress because
only optics can support the high data rates required by the latest applications. At shorter
distances (a few meters - few hundred meters), primarily in data links, optics is rapidly
introduced. Researchers are working to use optics for communication purposes even at
short scales such as board-to-board, chip-to-chip, and on-chip [].Optical is becoming the
dominant transmission medium as the data rate required by different applications
increases.
The requirements for components of optical networks vary with the optical
networks in which they are deployed. Especially the distances have direct consequences
on the types of performance needed. In long haul and long haul networks, component
performance is critical and cost is secondary. The requirement for low loss components is
critical because amplification is expensive and it should be minimized. In metro core
networks, performance and cost are important. Since the distances for residential
networks are relatively short, the loss and dispersion requirements are lower compare to
long distances requirements. Cost reduction of the optical system components becomes
more important for short distance networks.
This thesis will assess the trade offs between the performance and cost for the
transceiver and the fiber for short distances. With the increase of the demand for more
bandwidth and cheaper components, plastic optical fiber (POF) has emerged as the most
feasible choice for local area network (LAN) applications. Market researchers [2] project
growth in available market for POF in various fields as given in table 1.
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Auto Medical (US $)
2003 20 46 157 150 187 55 615
2004 26 54 193 176 262 64 775
2005 43 73 228 212 335 73 964
2006 67 81 269 233 394 84 ll28
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Table 1 Available market for POF in various fields 2003-2008, $Millions [3]
Beside the transmission medium, optical transceiver is the other key component
in optical network because it is the interface between electrical and optical signal. Very
sophisticated optics and components are available for long distance communication
through silica fibers, however new technology is needed for POF because the
requirements are very different for short distances. The driving force in developing a new
transceiver is again the demand that have emerged for low cost optical components. The
low cost transceiver that could be cheaply installed into personal electronics, automobiles,
or other applications promise to help optoelectronic industry reach economies of scale.
This thesis seeks to address the current state of the optical transceiver, plastic
optical fiber and the market for their LAN applications. In this thesis the issues involved
in designing POF transceiver, POF itself and the impact of those choices in the cost of the
product are examined using a process based cost modeling. We will start with Section 1.1
explaining the need for high capacity and high speed networks. Then Section 1.2 will
introduce the benefits of using POF on optical system communication and also the
technology of transceiver will be briefly explained; Section 1.3 will introduce the
process based cost modeling (PBCM). Finally, Section 1.4 will be giving an overview of
all the chapters.
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1.1 The Need for High Speed in LAN
Digital transmission systems with a high bit rate were before exclusively used in
telecommunications for long range transmissions. The field of local computer networks
was dominated by copper wires that completely satisfied the typical data rates of up to
10 Mbitps [4], when there was hardly any demand for high data rates. During the
nineties, after data communication for long haul transmission had become completely
digitalized the development of digital systems for private users started on a massive scale.
Digital end user equipment has been introduced everywhere, CD, DVD (digital video
disk), digital TV, PC and digital telephone connections (ISDN), video conferencing,
remote library service, video interacting, classes on line. With offers such as T-DSL
(ADSL technology provided by Deutsche Telekom AG) as well as fast internet access via
satellite or broadband digital services on the broadband cable network, private users are
being offered access to additional applications that didn't exist before. Increase of
Internet traffic has result in an increasing need for high bandwidth network
components .Figure 1 shows the growth in information carrying capacity of the
transmission medium.
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Figure 1 Growth in information carrying capacity of a single communications line over time (©
Kimerling 2003)
Network components are standardized. Ethernet is the most popular network. The
Ethernet protocol is used on 80 % to 85 % of the world's LAN connected PC's and work
stations because it has been adapted to meet the needs of customers at low prices [5]
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Ethernet networks have been defined by the IEEE 802 standardization committee [6],
1 O0-megabit Ethernet was standardized in 1988, Gigabit Ethernet in 1998 and 10-gigabit
Ethernet, is currently close to approval (for more the reader is referred to
http://standards.ieee.org/getieee802 . The 10 Gigabit Ethernet standard is the first
Ethernet standard with a physical layer definition for both LAN and WAN. While the
electrical implementation of gigabit Ethernet over twisted pairs is limited in distance to
100 m, the optical solutions based on 850 nm, 1300nm and 1500 nm, in reality cover
distances up to respectively 1 km, 10 km and 70 km [7]. Table 2 gives and overview of
the maximal transmission distance for different physical media, as defined in the Gigabit
Ethernet standard.
Table 2 The maximal transmission distance for different physical media, as defined in the Gigabit
Ethernet standard [7]
Gigabit Ethernet will be a standard physical layer in office LAN and home
networks. The steadily growth of traffic volumes into WAN and LAN therefore offers
new markets for optical components. Smaller, faster, more complex and less expensive
component solutions are needed. RHK's market forecast [8] for global entertainment is
given in figure 2.
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Figure 2 RHK's forecast for entertainment annual growth rates 2002-2007 [8]
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Multimode fibre. 62.5umn core 85Oinm 275m
Multimlode fibre 1310nI 2ki
r
All the examples given above and the forecast for the high bandwidth increasing demand
demonstrate that completely new markets for digital transmission systems are being
developed for short range applications. Investment dollars are shifting from the core to
metro networks.
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1.2 POF in optical system communication and the technology of the
optical transceiver.
1.2.1 Advantages of POF system communication
The optical fiber communication is established as the main communication
system because the requirements for more bandwidth are over passing the copper
capacity. Optical fiber offers low loss over a high bandwidth, low levels of undesirable
transmission impairments, immunity to electromagnetic interference, and long life-spans
compare to Cu-based systems (more about limitations of Cu on Chapter 2). Besides the
optical fiber communication the other alternative for optical network is wireless
communications. We can think of optical fiber and wireless communications as quite
complementary. Wireless goes almost everywhere, but provides a highly bandwidth-
constrained transmission channel, susceptible to a variety of impairments [9]. Optical
fiber, on the other hand, doesn't go everywhere, but where it does go, it provides a huge
amount of available bandwidth.
Optical fiber can be silica or plastic fiber. Even though the perfection in
performance of silica fibers is not achievable (to date) from plastic ones, the main
disadvantages of the silica fiber such as connector cost, skilled labor, fragility-
microfractures/microbends and the steadily growth demand for cheaper LAN
components, have offered interesting opportunities for plastic optical fiber. POF compete
with copper wires, coaxial cables, glass optical fibers, and wireless.
The plastic optical fiber originally developed by DuPont in 1968 had a step index
profile, and this technology is the most mature [10]. Manufacturers form POFs out of
plastic materials such as polystyrene, polycarbonates, and polymethyl methacrylate
(PMMA). Due to incomplete purification of the source materials used, attenuation was in
the beginning in the range of 1000dB/km.
During the seventies it became possible to reduce losses near to 125dB/km at 650nm
wavelength. The high loss problem is being addressed constantly and researchers have
brought losses down to potentially 10 dB/km [12] .
In 1997, Asahi Glass Co. [1 1] successfully developed a perfluorinated (PF) GI
POF, which has less than one-third of attenuation of conventional PMMA. Figure 3
shows the attenuation spectrum of PF GI-POF.
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Figure 3 Attenuation spectrum of PF GI-POF [1 1]
Gigabit Ethernet transmission experiments using PF GI-POF over record distances in the
order of 1 km and at wavelengths in the 850 and 1300 nm area are reported [13]. Polymer
optical fibers are cheaper than silica fibers and can meet many of the requirements for
digital transmission systems that are developing for short range application. Therefore
they have become the choice for short range optical networks today.
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1.2.2 The technology of transceiver
So, what is an optical system consist of beside the optical fiber (or the
transmission medium) ? It has the transmitter and the receiver. In digital circuits, binary
data in the form of voltage are transmitted. Data in the form of these voltage levels is fed
to a transmitter driver, which converts these levels into the voltage or current signal
required to drive the optical transmitter device. The optical transmitter device converts
these electrical signals into the modulation of light beams, which then travel through
some propagation medium to the destination. The photodiode on the receiver side
converts the optical signal into current, which is then converted into logic level by the
receiver. One example of the transceiver chip is given in figure 4.
Figure 4 Transmitter and the receiver chip [ 14]
A receiver consists of a photodiode, TIA and limiting amplifier consisting of
electrical circuits. Transmission devices can be LED, laser or VCSEL. VCSEL are strong
candidate as transmitter devices (more on this on Chapter 4).Various optical transmitter
technologies are explained and compared in literature [15], [16] .From different light
sources that can be used for POF transceiver, VCSEL operating at 850nm actually
represent the majority of commercialization [17] With the increasing demand for data
communications through cheaper optical networks, the cost effective POF transceivers
have become increasingly of interest.
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1.3 Introduction to process based cost modeling
The following section explains how Process Base Cost Modeling (PBCM) works
and the results for the cost of the product incorporating yield of integrated and discrete
transceiver; for more understanding on PBCM the reader is refer to [18], [19], [20],[21].
Process-Based Cost Modeling
Cost models have been developed to avoid expensive strategic errors in product
development and deployment. Models allow the exploration of key decision parameters
through analytical methods rather than through time-consuming and potentially
expensive experimentation and prototyping. Ideally, this capability allows decision
makers to understand the physical consequences of their technical choices before those
choices are put into action [19]. In this thesis process based cost modeling is used to
project the manufacturing cost of different transceiver. Design options studied are :1)
discrete photodiodes and TIA using ball lens in one case, 2) discrete photodiodes and
TIA not using a ball lens but molding half sphere lens on transparent resin3) integrated
photodiode and TIA on Si.
The cost of the transceiver is a function of both the processes used and the design
chosen for the specific product. Some of the varied costs that are taken into consideration
in the model are: Material, Energy, Labor, Primary Equipment, Auxiliary Equipment,
Warehousing, Installation Expense, Maintenance Expense, Tools, Molds, Dies, Building
Space, Skilled labor, unskilled labor, and Overhead Labor. Based on process flow (given
on Appendix A) for the specific transceiver operating conditions that describe the process
are projected in the model. To make a successful cost forecast in the spreadsheet model,
it is necessary to identify the type and the order of processes required to produce the
device. When defining the process flow necessary to produce a device, process type and
order must by augmented by a description of the materials, actions, and operating
conditions occurring at a given process step [17]. In the model, the specific recipe for the
model to use at that process step is entered with the set of inputs describing the resource
materials consumption.
Example: Process- Plasma etch
Incidental Yield
Embedded yield
Machine Cost
Capital Dedication(Y/N)
Capital Usage life
Max. Batch Size
Average Batch Size
Direct Labor: Higher Ed.
Direct Labor: Technician
Direct Labor: Skilled.
Direct Labor: Unskilled
Installation Cost (%)
17
Maintenance Cost (%)
Auxiliary Equipment (%)
Operating Time per Batch
Setup time per Batch
Maintenance Freq.
Tool/Mask Initial investment
Tool/Mask Additional Unit Cost
High-Grade Cleanroom Space
The focus of the cost analysis would be on the implication of integration on cost
for the different transceivers design considered. Three possible designs are analyzed in
cost model- .Discrete components and discrete package, 2. Discrete components, only
receiver packaged separately, 3. Monolithically integrated device. For each of the
different transceivers dominant costs areas and the improvements that offer the best
opportunities to lower cost are identify.
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1.4 Overview of the remaining chapters.
The limitation of electric wiring, different POF index of refraction profile, in general
terms and using examples, and also POF materials be discussed in chapter 2 . In chapter 3
applications of POF and POF's transceiver will be discussed. Also the market for POF
networks will be explored on last section. Chapter 4 gives an overview of the optical
receiver technology including basic elements of an optical fiber communication system -
the fiber, transmitter (light -emitting diode (LED), laser (edge or vertical surface
emitting), and the receiver ( positive-intrinsic-negative (PIN) diode, avalanche
photodetector (APD) detectors. In chapter 5 discussion about the properties , of silicon
that affect the cost and the speed of the device as well as the explanation about the cost
benefits that Si offers for the transceiver and also report the level of integration to date,
takes place. Chapter 6 will analyze the impact of line dedication to the cost of differently
designed optical transceiver, sensitivity of unit cost to annual production volume, results
firom the technology change on the cost using process based cost model and the
identification of cost drivers for individual processes. Lastly, the conclusions drawn from
the thesis will be presented.
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Chapter 2 Plastic Optical Fiber for Communication Systems
This chapter will discuss the limitation of electric wiring, different POF index of
refraction profile, in general terms and using examples, and also POF materials.
2.1 The limitation of electric wiring
The benefits of optical systems compare to Cu-based systems are well-known,
however to date broadband is currently mostly provided over traditional phone lines
(I)SL), cable networks (cable modem service), and in some cases wireless networks.
Recommendations for Ethernet for the First Mile (EFM) [22] to use "Ethernet-over-
xDSL Adaptation Layer"that fits on the y-interface, existing G.99x as physical layers for
EFM, covering all the rate/reach objectives, have been done. Regarding the replacement
of the copper twisted pair, the case has been: Nothing beats reusing existing things when
it comes to "time to market". Fiber-optic infrastructures are technologically attractive for
fixed access networks as well as mobile networks but represent significant investments. It
is shown [23] that today, fiber-optic solutions are, in general, more expensive than both
twisted copper pair and microwave radio solutions. However, the optimum infrastructure
depends on the specific network scenario. The techno-economic analysis of mobile
network infrastructures analyze fiber-optic star, tree, and ring infrastructures compared to
twisted copper pair star and microwave radio tree infrastructures. (Data link
configurations include rings-each receiver on a network responds only to its address, stars
-signals go to a hub for relay, and ring-all receivers are interconnected in a manner
similar to the Internet). The analysis [23] shows that, different infrastructures are
favorable for different types of networks. For example twisted copper pair star
infrastructures are favorable for small to medium sized networks with small cells (10-500
m), but future! upgrade possibilities are limited. In most cases, fiber-optic infrastructures
have the highest installation costs. These costs cover a large number of factors such as
maintenance, repair, power consumption, supervision, etc. The advantages (at the
moment) of the twisted cooper pair infrastructure do not necessarily translate into the
cheapest infrastructure installation after five or ten years. The fiber-optic is the only
infrastructures that offers cable and equipment failure protection and have the best
possibilities fir future upgrades.
It is important to understand the limitations and issues Cu-based systems to
realize the need of optical systems. Immune to cross talk is an advantage of optical
systems. Optical communication is accomplished by sending photons between two
physically separate transmitting and receiving nodes. Especially for the applications of
optics on interconnects to silicon chips (explained in more details [1]) this property of
optics is quite useful. The voltages on the two sides need not be related to each other and
can be completely electrically isolated. This provides noise immunity from one side to
the other. With scaling in electronic chips, supply currents are increasing and so are
resistive drops in DC supply and ground bounce effects. Hence this voltage isolation
property of optics may become progressively more important for future generations.
Loss is very significant in electrical wires at high frequencies because of the skin effect.
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Ethernet over twisted pairs is limited in distance to 100 m. One of the main
advantages of optical fiber compare to Cu wire is the higher capacity in caring data.
Figure 5 shows that the capacity of a bundle of Cu wires can be replaced by one single
optic fiber.
P igure 5 The capacity of each of those bundles of Cu wires can be replaced by one single optic fiber.
Advantages offered by fiber-optic interconnects relative to metallic interconnects,
include the twenty times greater bandwidth x distance product, ten times lower
interchannel skew, and ten times density improvement.
Summary of the advantages and disadvantages of Cu wires or optical fiber is represented
on table 3
Choice Advantages Disadvantages
Twisted low installation cost low bandwidth, susceptible
pair wire to noise ,speed =56kbps
Ground is shielded amplifiers every mile,
Coaxial ( immune to interference ) cable easily tapped =low
Cable security,
speed= 2.5 Mbps( for Cu
marine cables )
Immune to cross talk, high security, high Connector cost, skilled
Fiber bandwidth capacity over Cu wire, faster labor, fragility-
optic transmission, possibilities of transmitting microfractures/microbends,
Cable data, video,graphics, environment
friendly( emit no radiation), doesn't rust, light
weight, Faster transmission-400 times rate of
copper wires
Table 3advantages and disadvantages of twisted pair wire, coaxial cable, fiber optic
In conclusion, to date practicable and proven solutions do exist for copper cables,
too. One example of such solution would be the way data networks in office buildings, is
21
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set up in Germany. In contrast to U.S.A. shielded cables dominate in Germany.
Consequently, electromagnetic disturbance is not a disadvantage for copper wires when
properly installed. However optical fibers offer more speed and bandwidth for LAN
applications. Applications like the digitalization of diverse entertainment media (music,
video, TV) are requiring more and more bandwidth and speed that copper so far has
offered; this would leave optical fiber the only choice for communication medium.
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2.2 POF
The idea of guiding light is first patent by Daniel Colladon, 1841. He first
demonstrated that light can be guided within a water jet. Figure 6 is taken from his
patent ,Pat.# 247229.
w.. a V..A w&PUQ ON'MO-ru- -ftC 1 slr
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Figure 6 Guiding light through water jet [24]
Since then the idea of guiding light has evolved and today light can be guided through
optical fibers, using the total internal reflection given by Snell's law as shown in figure 7.
Snell's law
sinel _ n,
sin 02 n,
Light Rays Total Internal Rflection
1~~~. \ ....I'
' . . . ...\~~~~~~ i
/
Core Cladding
Figure 7 Total internal reflection
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The light is guided down the centre of the fiber called the "core". The core is
surrounded by an optical material called the "cladding" that traps the light in the core
using total internal reflection. Fiber is coated with a protective plastic covering called the
"primary buffer coating" that protects it from moisture and other damage. More
protection is provided by the outer covering called a "jacket".
The signal (short pulses of light) disperses when it travels through the length of
the fiber, as shown in figure 8.
Normat dispersive
medium
o t0QI~~0 t
-~ WUt
Figure 8 Broadening of the pulse due to dispersive medium [25]
Dispersion refers initially to all processes that result in a difference in the transit
time of various modes. One mode is a propagation condition of the light that is uniquely
defined by the wavelength, polarization and propagation path. Dispersion can be mode
dispersion and chromatic dispersion. Mode dispersion is due to the fact that light paths
have different lengths in multimode fiber. To get around this problem design choices can
be chosen as explained in section 2.2.1 . Chromatic dispersion exists because of the
influence of the spectral width of a transmitter on a temporal broadening of the input
pulse. The way to minimize this type of dispersion, as explained in 2.2.2 is to minimize
the material dispersion and waveguide dispersion.
The figure of merit (FOM) for the fiber would be as given in equation (1),
FOM = Distance /(t response * D,) (1)
where : Distance is given in km and shows the length of the fiber, t response is the response
time in seconds, D>, is the dispersion coefficient that measures the temporal
spread/length* spectral width
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2.2.1 Singlemode & Multimode fibers
Singlemode fiber has a smaller core, so that the light travels in only one ray.
Singlemode Fiber shrinks the core down so small that the light can only travel in one ray.
This increases the bandwidth to almost infinity - but it's practically limited to about
100,000 gigahertz. Usually it is used when dealt with long haul telecom or submarine
cables.
Multimode fiber has light traveling in the core in many rays, called modes. It has
a bigger core! then single mode fiber and is used with LED sources at wavelengths of 850
and 1300 nml for slower local area networks (LANs) and lasers at 850 and 1310 nm for
networks running at gigabits per second or more.
Step index multimode was the first Fiber design but is too slow for most uses, due
to the dispersion caused by the different path lengths of the various modes. Step index
fiber is rare in design today. Graded index multimode fiber uses variations in the
composition of the core to compensate for the different path lengths of the modes. It
offers hundreds of times more bandwidth than step index fiber. Figure 8 shows light
guidance within the single mode and multi mode fiber
ML~JI~iaa'Thc! S~te~-i ndelx. ... ...rultire. Step,--dx
~Mulornoce. Gradedr I-d-- ex
Z.:- 
.:i :: l 
S inglerrr:de
Figure 8 Light guidance within multi mode step-index, multi mode graded index and single mode fiber
Another way to engineer the refractive index profile, is given in figure 9 [26]
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Figure 9 Measured refractive index profile of theW-shaped and GI POFs. Solid line: W-shaped POF.
Broken line: GI POF.[26]
The W/'-shaped POF is used to increase the bandwidth through model dispersion
compensation. Each mode propagates having its own group delay, which means a small
mode coupling in the W-shaped POF as well. The group delay difference between the
highest and lowest order modes is much smaller than that in the GI POF. This delay time
contraction is caused not by the mode coupling but by the modal dispersion
compensation effect of the refractive index valley. W-shaped POF has a valley of the
refractive index at the boundary of the core and cladding of the conventional GI POF. W-
shaped index of refraction profile influences the group delay of higher order modes more
and therefore gives better compensation for the modal dispersion that GI POF
26
2.2.2 Materials used for POF
When people mention optical fiber, most of them think of silica fibers even
though plastic fibers are fabricated as early as the silica fibers. The reason is that because
of high losses the plastic fiber could not keep up with silica fiber. Said this is clear that,
the reduction of optical loss of POFs is a major challenge for materials scientists. The factors
that contribute in optical loss for POF are intrinsic and extrinsic. In the intrinsic factors
absorption ( higher harmonics of C-H absorption and electronic transitions), and Rayleigh
scattering ( refractive index fluctuations, orientation & composite fluctuations) are included.
Extrinsic losses are because of absorption ( transition metals, absorbed water) and from
scattering ( dust, fractures, core- cladding boundary imperfections ect.).
Polymer materials exhibit strong absorption due the exciting molecular vibrations
of their bonds like C-H, C-F, or C-O. The position of the fundamental vibration
absorption of molecular bonds is in table 4
Molecular group Vibration absorption [mni
C-H 3.3 - 3.5
C-D 4.4
C-F 8.0
C=O 5.3 - 6.5
C-C 7.9- 10.0
C-O 7.9- 10.0
C-Cl 11 7-182
O-H 2.8
Table 4 The position of the fundamental vibration absorption of molecular bonds [27]
The absorption of light due to molecular vibrations in macromolecules is
considered by treating individual bonds on a monomeric unit to be as an uncoupled
system of anharmonic oscillators. To calculate the loss per bond as a function of
wavelength one need to sum over the number of such bonds in each repeat unit and
multiplies by the molecular weight to approximate the cumulative contribution of that
type of bond. The energy levels associated with uncoupled anharmonic oscillators are
determined using a Morse potential [28] of the form
:() = v(v +}-v (v +4.)
(3)
where vo is the frequency of the fundamental vibration given by equation 4
v=1 2 * k/I, (4)
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k is the spring constant and 1t is the reduced mass of the bond, v = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... is the
harmonic number, and N is the bond anharmonicity constant. The reader is referred to
[29] for more about the calculation of the loss in POF.
Absorption losses of polymers are reduced basically by using materials with less or no C-
H. Hydrogen is replaced by a heavier atom from the seventh group like fluorine, chlorine
and deuterium [30]?[31]; as a result the core becomes heavier and its frequency of
vibration lowers. The quantum model states that system will absorb at energy values
Em=mho) (m= 1,2,...) where = t . Because of molecular engineering such as
m
perfluorination and deuteration of polymers, it has become possible to reduce the
attenuation < 50 dB/km at the visible and near infrared region of the spectrum [32], [33]
Even though the performance of POF has not achieve silica fibers, GI POF transmission
has been able to achieve speed equal to 1.2 Gb/s/km with attenuation of 30dB/km [34],
[35]
The following material in this section will describe the polymers that are use most
frequently; decreasing loss is the order followed.
Core materials
The materials for POF core can be divided in three groups:
* Compounds containing Hydrogen
* Compounds with partial substitution of Hydrogen
* Compounds with complete substitution of Hydrogen
Polymethylmethacrylate
Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) or known as Plexiglass is compound containing
hydrogen. Molecular structure of PMMA is given in figure 10.
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CH3
C=o
1CH3
Figure 10 Molecular structure of PMMA
PMMA is building blocks of monomer methyl methacrylate (MMA). MMA is
produced from acetone. PMMA is manufactured by free radical polymerization using
bulk or suspension technique [36]. Table 4 gives the physical and mechanical constants
of PMMA.
Properties
Refractiv-e index
Density
Tensile strength
Charpy impact strength
Flexural strength
Modulus of elasticity
Glass transition temperature (T,)
Co-efficien.t of thermal expansion
-Linear
-Volume
Shrinkage onset temperature
Water absorption
'alue
1.491
1.18
80 (72)
15
1 15 (105)
3300
105
7* 10- (0-50 C)
2.72*10 -4 ( T)
5.80'10 ( T)
> 80
30
Units
nD2U
MPa
kJ,/m
MPa
MPa
C-1
K-1
Test procedure
DIN 53491
DIN 53479
DIN 53455
ISO 179/D
DIN 53452
DIN 53457
[31]
DIN 53752-A
[31]
oC [28]
mg DIN 53495
Table 4 Physical and mechanical constants of PMMA [37]
Polystyrene polymer
Polystyrene polymer (PS) have been fabricated first by Toray in 1972, CIS in 1993.
]'S fibers are supposed to have lower attenuation than PMMA . Attenuation 114dB/km at
670nm are possible for PS [38]
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HFigure 11 Molecular structure of PS
Deteuterinated polymers
Deteuterinated polymers can be achieved by substituting the hydrogen with heavier
atoms. In 1977 Du Pont reported 180dB/km loss at 790nm on the first deuterinated POF;
in 1993 Keio University reported 56dB/km loss at 688nm. Having a significant reduction
in the absorption losses compare to PMMA make this type of polymer very attractive for
low loss applications, but water vapor can be absorbed by the fiber replacing deuterium
with hydrogen and bringing the loss go up again.
Fluorinated polymers (FP)
Fluorinated polymers are called polymers that have hydrogen replaced by fluorine. F is
many times heavier than H so the absorption band move toward the infra- red. The
graded index POF is achieved through doping and co-polymerization. Asahi Glass of
.Japan together with Keio University has developed a perfluorinated polymer graded
index POF with losses less than 25 dB/km over the 850-1300nm range [39] To date
transmission rates at distances as given in table 5 have been reported for POF [40]
Year Bitrate(Gbitps) Distance (m) Wavelength(nm) Organization
1997 2.5 200 1300 Fujitsu
1998 5 200 645 Eindh. Univ.
1998 2.5 300 1310 Eindh. Univ.
1998 2.5 550 840 Lucent
1999 2.5 550 1300 Ulm. Univ.
1999 11 100 950 Eindh. Univ.
1999 7 80 950 Eindh. Univ.
2001 1.25 990 840 Eindh. Univ
2002 1.25 1006 1300 Eindh. Univ.
Table 5 Attenuation reported for fluorinated polymer fibers [40]
Low attenuation FP POF are commercially available see table 6
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Table 6 Perfluorinated plastic optical fiber specifications [41]
Gigabit Ethernet Transmission Experiments using GI-POF are reported in [13].
Transmission experiment for GI-POF 1.25 Gbitps at 840 nm is set up as shown in figure
12 and maximum distances of 990m are achieved.
_ ' 33O0m 3301 330m
Figure 12 Set up for transmission at 840nm for 990 m distances [13]
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Materials of the cladding
The main requirements for cladding materials are: low refractive index (but
close to the index of the core material) and good forming ability. The cladding material is
mainly composed of a copolymer of long chain fluoroalkyl methacrylate, methyl
methacrylate and methacrylic acid. The protective layer material is composed of a
copolymer of vinylidenefluoride and tetrafluoroethylene [42] . A variety of cladding
polymers, as listed on table 7, have been developed and are commercially available [43].
Molnomer -RF, T. lD
[C]
Methyl methacrylate -CH3 105 1.489
2' ,22-trifluoroethyl methacrvlate -- CH--CFS 69 1.418
2, .3,3-tetrafluoropropyl --CH ,--C HF, 68 1 417-
methacrylate 1.422
2.27 3,33-pentafluoropropyl HCF CF 70- 11395
methacrylate 77
1,l .13 .3,3-hexaf luoroisopopyl 3 56 .390
methacrylate 
\F
3
2.,2,3,,4,4-hexafluorofbutyl --C H2 CHF--CF--CF3
methacrylate
2,2,3,34, 4,4--heptafluorobulty -CH--C'F-CF-CF 65 1.383
methacrylate
Table 7 Commercially available monomers of poly (fluroalkyl methacrylates) and
homopolymers [43] "R" represents the alkyl group of the monomer methacrylate.
Tg,,,,, and n of their
Jacket materials
The jacket should be able to protect the fiber from environment which means should
provide thermal resistance, loading or tensile strength, ect. A detailed table with materials
for jackets is given in table 8 [44]
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Polymer Allowed Densitv
opelration [g/cm ]
temperature [C]
Polyvinylchloride (PVC) 70 1.20-1.50
Polyethylene (PE)
-Low density 70 1.30-1.60
-High density 80 0.95-0.98
Polypropylene 90 0.91
Polyanude 6 (PA6) 80-90 1.10-1.15
Polyurethane (PU) 90-100 1.15-1.20
Copolymer of Ethylene-Vinylacetate (EVA) 120 1.30-1.50
Perfluoroethylenepropylene (PFEP) 180 2.00-2.30
Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) 260 2.00-2.30
Table 8 Polymers for the use as jacket materials in POFs.[44]
In conclusion, low loss POF have been fabricated and commercialized. The
record coupling efficiency between about 80% and 50%0 [45] and the low loss levels of
25 dB/km at transmission speed 1.25Gbps at distances around lkm, make POF applicable
for Gigabit Ethernet applications in customer premises and local area networks.
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Chapter 3 Applications of POF , POF transceivers and the
market
Plastic optical fibers have many applications in many industries. To date POF has
dominated the area like lighting, area that represents only niche markets. The market
share of POF in sensor technology and data communications have been small due to
better performance offered by silica fibers. However a drastic change has shift in data
communication system. The need for Gigabit Ethernet and for lower cost optical
component, present a huge demand for POF and POF transceiver. Exciting possibilities
exist in optical interconnects at different levels [1] as shown in figure 15.
Longhaul
LAN/WAN
rackschassis
inter-shelf
chip-to-chip
inter-chip
c------
1 mmn 1 cm 10 cm 1 i 10 m 100 m I km 10 km 100 km 1000 km
2 D free space
parallel interconnec ts
single and miultiode fiber
coarse-WDM and TDM
Single mode fiber
dense-WDM and TDM
Figure 15 Possibilities of optical interconnects at different levels [1]
World market by application is given in figure 16 . The most significant
bring a boom in the POF & transceiver market, are in :
· Automotive field
· LAN applications
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Figure World market by application [46]
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3.1 Applications in the automotive field
German auto manufacturer Daimler-Benz recognized that the increasing use of
digital devices in automobiles increased the weight, susceptibility to electro-magnetic
interference, and complexity of wiring harnesses so in 1998, polymer optical fiber for the
entertainment networks in vehicles was used for the first time. Since POF first use in cars
the need for lower cost has brought to creation of standards. Common standards that are
developed for car networks with POF to reduce cost are:
· CAN ,( Controller Area Network)
* D2B (Digital Domestic Bus)
* MOST (Media Oriented System Transport)
* IEEE 1394
* Byteflight
EL ~a~~~~~~ NCt./.*':,' ' A,*,
D 7 F 4,EiR P' IQ3P T i F F
Com.b. r., mbi nt ,
accssan DV laer, ay..r r Automobile'z' s hav vol
tFigure 16 Use oif tPOF i- ca lu n ation e tt in au omobile[47]
variety of sophisticated information C.ars today include navigation systems that can work
in conjunction with a security system to locate a stolen car. As a result, more capacity and
speed is needed from the fiber. The introduction of 50Mbitps and 150Mbps is currently
being prepared in the MOST consortium [47] .
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3.2 LAN Applications
To date, copper based network is dominant in LAN. Then, why the demand is
going toward POF networks? Applications that require high bandwidth and speed like
video-conferencing or classes on line are now available. It will take 2or 3min to
download a movie from high-speed network and it will take 6 to 7 hours with electric
wires. Even though just a few years ago 10 OMbitps Ethernet was the standard, today the
increasing demand for speed has set the standard up to 1 OGbitps Ethernet. Low cost,
capacity and speed offered by POF makes it the choice for LAN. In this section the
applications that require high speed and large capacity (resulting in increase of the
demand for POF network) are discussed.
TV Anytime
Development in the television environment has open new possibilities for
personal video recorder(PVR). Today's researchers forecast that to future television
viewing will be from PVR's rather than real time broadcast sources. The efforts for
global interoperability of digital media recording equipment have resulted in three
specifications from TV Anytime Forum. TiVo, Replay Networks, WebTV are
successfully offering this type of services also called TV Anytime. Customer is attracted
to PVC because these devices allow personalization of programming and offer a
substantial amount of television programming to be stored on hard disk and played back
in non linear fashion.
Interactive Television
Convergence between television and internet or Interactive television (ITV)
represents the goal for future devices. Internet and television are display devices with
very profound difference between them. Internet is an interactive (two way ) medium
carrying static content for point to point distribution and TV is one way medium with
dynamic content distributed in point to multipoint fashion. With the proper hardware
television programs can be fairly successfully viewed on a personal computer screen.
Putting a Web page from the computer to the TV screen is not as straight forward
however solutions are provided[48]
Video Conference
If there is to name a "killer" application for POF and TRx, Video Conference
would be it. Due to the high bandwidth requirement and rate variability of compressed
video, delivering video across wide area networks is a challenging issue. Table 9 gives
two video traces. The display rates for MPEG and JPEG videos are 24 and 30 frames/sec,
respectively.
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Movie Length No. of Ave. Rate Peak rate Size
name (min) frames (Kbps) (Kbps) (Mbytes)
Star Wars 121 174055 374 4447 339.42
Sleepless 120 181457 2275 3988 1719.74
in Seattle
Table 9 Display rates for two movies
Video proxy servers can be used to assist the end-to-end video delivery to
alleviate the burden of WAN or LAN from the high bandwidth requirement and rate
variability of video traffic. [49] propose a framework of staging portion of a video in
proxy server to reduce the bandwidth requirement of WAN. In figure 17 proxy servers
have been used to reduce network congestion and improve client access time on the
Internet by caching passing data.
sI,, ] ............. Sr e n 1trs .. ... r.. 
(LAN 
Prov S~r. cl 1, _, _ ~. .... .......... ........
Svnchronization at the Client
(.'enl my S. r
'The quality of the multimedia stream is based on the available network bandwidth......................proxy server ovSa localarea network (LAN) and the rest from a central server across aSyttdn''un t iiiil al Ut PLhc !hFi gure 17 Two synchronization models proxy serve rs useand bandwidto reduce network
congestion and increase Internet access [49]
The quality of the mutimedia services. These services based on the available network bandwidth
between the proxy and the client. A client needs to access a portion of the video from a
proxy server over a locdigitalrea network (LAN) and the rest from entral server across a
wide area network. The video delivery rate is shown to depends on the tradeoff between
client buffer, storage requirement on the proxy serve and bandwidth requirement over
LAN and WAN. Therefore large bandwidth over LAN becomes necessary to access
video conferencing services. These services are now commercially available [50]
Digital Home
It is expected that data for audio, video, telephone, printing, will be transported
through the home over a digital network [51] . Standards to enable the delivery of
selected programming from cable set top boxes to DTV sets units IEEE1394 (as given in
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table 10) have been approved by the Consumer Electronics Manufacturers Association
(CEMA) and the Society of Cable and Telecommunication Engineers (SCTE).
Speed Equipment
S 400 (500 Mbps) Digital TV, PC, Printer, Camera
S 200 (250 Mbps) D-VCR, CD Player, Audio Amplifier
S 100 (125 M:bps) DV Camera
Table 10 IEEE standards for digital home [52]
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Figure 18 Digital home [53]
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3.3 Market for POF Network
The network for the distances in the range of about 500m is called Fiber to the
home (FTTH). LAN is divided into different segments. Ethernet in office LAN and home
networks is a recent trend in most of the industrialized countries. In Japan
[www.americasnetwork.com] research by KDDI, which entered the market last October,
introducing bundled Internet, IP phone and TV services for just 6,500 yen ($65) a month,
suggests that 70% of the users intend to move to FTTH. That is not surprising since
FTTH offers much more speed for only $15-$30 more per month. FTTH in Japan is by
far the least expensive in the world. The following figure 19 [54] shows FTTH growth in
Japan.
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Figure 19 Forecast vs. real data by Japan's Ministry of Telecom [54]
The rapid deployment of FTTH in Japan is largely due to a strong competitive
environment that is eroding incumbent local exchange carriers' (ILECs) revenues from
plain old telephony service (POTS). NTT, the world's largest and fastest growing FTTH
provider, has been among the first to recognize that ILECs' future is broadband. FTTH is
the ultimate broadband medium, providing 1000 times the bandwidth of DSL. While
reaching critical mass in Asia, equipment prices of FTTH are rapidly dropping, following
the price curve of previous-generation broadband equipment such as DSL and cable
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modems. In Italy, Milan, Italy has one of the highest FTTH (fiber to the home)
penetration rates in the world: 20% of home Internet connections are fiber [55]
In U.S.A. FTTH is not as rapidly deployed. It is left to "the market will show if
the replacement of old cables with optical fibers is needed". However to date, USA is
the biggest customer of FTTH [RVA] . Figure 20 illustrate this point.
Sep- Mar- Sep- Mar- Sep- Mar- Sep- Apr-
01 02 02 03 03 04 04 05
Source: Render, Vanderslice & Associates
Figure 20 FTTH homes connected for North America [55]
Market researchers are predicting a total of 40Million high-speed connection by the end
of 2005 [56] . Figure 21 maps the house hold penetration of high speed access (or FTTH
network).
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This optimistic forecast suggests that by 2009, 80% of the households in USA will have
access to high speed if the linear growth will continue as from 2000 to 2005.
In conclusion, POF technology has been a developing technology. A lack of
initial applications was in the beginning of the history of this technology, however it has
the potential of being a low cost technology today (large-scale production in the auto
industry have already prove that). The demand for high-speed and large capacity exist,
because the new opportunities for consumer appliances has emerged due to the low cost
of digital imaging and storage; applications in auto industry already exist. POF network
market is not anymore a nice market, but a huge market.
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Chapter 4 Transceiver technology
Basic elements of an optical fiber communication system include the fiber,
transmitter (light -emitting diode (LED), laser (edge or vertical surface emitting), and the
receiver ( positive-intrinsic-negative (PIN) diode and avalanche photodetector (APD)
detectors, optical preamplifiers, receiver electronics) . For the transceiver the figure of
merit will be:
FOM-- Speed
Power * Cost
Speed refers to the bit rate; Power refers to the output laser power as well as the lowest
detectable power for the detector. The transceiver discussed in this thesis require bit error
rate (BER) equal to 10/'-12.
BER
Light signal with power P and B is bit rate
#Photons/sec=fPhv
Ave # Photons within one bit interval = N = P(hvB)
Given N photons are sent, the probability of reading n photons within one
bit interval is P n)- h e he P
P $n) w r'7 ie
Bit error rate (BER) = probability of sending a O-bit* a 1-bit being read
when 0-bit is sent + probability of sending a 1-bit* a 0-bit being read
when 1-bit is sent
Prob. Of sending 1-bit = Prob. Of sending 0-bit = 0.5
Prob. Of O-bit being read when a 1-bit is sent = p(O)= e
Prob. Of 1-bit being read when a 0-bit is sent = 0
e-PI, E
BER -
and sthe number of photons required for a given BER is
AT n = (2 -BER)
It requires 27 photons for a 10-12 BER.
Discussion of the wavelength is the first thing to discuss regarding the design of the
transceiver.
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4.1 Wavelength
To have efficient transmission with POF, wavelengths that match minimum attenuation
values of POF' are choosen. Figure 22 shows attenuation versus wavelength for a)
PMMA and b)(PF) POF.
a BlueGreenBlue Green Amber Red500 P.. (ET....... .fY' - .- . .... ... .LME. - ....YLA.T.E)POLY (METHYL METHACRYLATE)
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Figure 22 Attenuation versus wavelength for PMMA(a) and PF POF (b) [2]
The low loss window for PMMA fibers are near 520,570and 650nm and for PF POF near
850, 980nm, therefore to create efficient optical system, sources of light should be chosen
in those ranges. Next section will talk about light sources.
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4.2 Transmitter
The use of semiconductor diodes (SD) dominates the transmitter today because
SD are very small ( smaller than lmm3), very fast switching times ( a few nm), high
efficiency (over 50%), long service life and good reliability , large application
temperature range and economical to manufacture and process.
4.2.1 LED
LED's are forwarded biased positive-negative junctions, where carrier
recombination results in spontaneous emission at a wavelength corresponding to the
energy gap. The internal efficiency of LED can be as high as 60%, [59]
LEDs are often glued to the layer package face down on the metal carrier. The substrate
is transparent so it does not effect the radiation. From a high radiance LED several
milliwatts may be radiated, however the radiation is over a wide angular range making
coupling loss a problem. LED radiation has a large spectral width, determined by thermal
effects. At 8:50nm, LED-s tend to be intramodal dispersion limited[60] . Coupling light is
done usually by having a lens because of the large angle of radiation for LED. Some of
the commercial available LED's today are LEDs that enhance emission efficiency via a
high output power LED chip mounted in a reflector (mirror) at the package base with
peak emission wavelengths that range from 660 nm to 940 nm and 1300 nm to 1650 nm
are commercially available. [www.sales.hamamatsu.com]. Green LEDs at a wavelength
of 520nm are reported to have been used successfully in POF transmission for about
100m[58].
4.2.2 Laser
The first semiconductor laser diode to radiate continuously at room temperature
was achieved in 1970 [61 ] Laser-s evolution continued in the 1990 with the advent of
optical amplifiers. Population inversion between the ground and excited states in a laser
results in stimulated emission. In edge emitting laser the radiation is guided within the
active region of the laser and is reflected back at the faces; in vertical surface emitting
lasers (VCSEL) reflection is from internal mirrors grown within the semiconductor
structure.
Figure 23 shows a cross sectional view of the oxidized GaAs VCSEL
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light output
TiAu bondpad
- polyimide passivation
- p-doped Bragg reflector
oxidized AtxOy/AiAs
current aperture
- 3 active GaAs OWs
- n-doped Bragg reflector
n-GaAs substrate
/ GeNiAu contact
Figure 23 Cross sectional view of the oxidized GaAs VCSEL [62]
Laser radiation is confined to a much narrower angular rang than for an LED, which
means higher efficiency in coupling. A laser has a series of advantages compare to LED.
Because of the stimulated emission in lasers , the external efficiency is higher; the high
carrier density results in high modulation speed. Resonance frequency was less than
1GHz in early lasers; today frequencies up to 10 GHz [63] or 21.5-GHz modulation
bandwidth of selectively oxidized InGaAs VCSEL's [64], are reported. Light is emitted
from a considerably smaller surface in a smaller angle range than with LED. The laser
wavelength is not determined by the semiconductor but by the resonant cavity properties.
Also the use of selective oxidation for current confinement in VCSEL's has led to
devices with extremely low threshold currents.[65] ,[66], [67]. Table 10 summarizes the
comparison of LED and Laser.
Output Power Current Coupled Speed Bandwidth Wavelengths
Power Available
LED Linearly Drive Medium Slower Moderate 0.6 to 1.65 tm
proportional current
to drive 50to
current 100mA
Laser Proportional Threshold High Fast High 0.78 to 1.65
to current Current 5 pIm
above to 40mA
threshold
Table 10 Comparison of LED and Laser
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4.2.3 Low Cost Light Source for POF Optical System
One approach to lower the cost of the POF optical system is to reduce the cost of
the light sources. As said above, several types of light sources can transmit data through
POF, including lightemitting diodes (LEDs), edge emitting laser diodes, and vertical-
cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) diodes. To date, POF system using conventional
POF uses Laser Emitted Diodes (LED) as light sources at 650nm wavelength. For
PMMA table 11 gives the ability of various light sources.
Vertical-cavity
surface-
emitting diodes
No
No
Samples
.....
I Gbps
Resonant-cavity
light-emitting
diodes
No
Samples
Samples
600 bps
Near-resonant-
cavity ight-
emitting diodes
No
No
No
1.3 Gbps
Table 11 The ability of various light sources for PMMA [68]
The main difficulty of fabricating such devices is due to some inherent material
limitations at 650nm such as a lower index contrast in AlGaAs/A1As-Bragg layers, and a
weak electron confinement in A1GaInP/GaInP hetero-structures. The applications are
generally consumer oriented so cost is number one priority. VCSELs are faster than
LEDs, and more efficient and cheaper than edge-emitting lasers. Lowcost, high-
performance., standardized serial optical links for distances up to several hundred meters
based on VCSELs, such as Gigabit Ethernet, are now commercially available. "Error-
free" transmission at 1 Gb/s has been reported through 50-meter of graded-index POF
using the planar VCSEL consists of an A1GaInP/GaInP [69].
Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Lasers (VCSELs) are the most commonly used
light source for data communications at 850nm over multimode optical fiber, because
these lasers are much cheaper to produce. Since the inception of the IEEE and Fibre
Channel standards for high-speed data communications in 1997, more than 30 million
VCSELs have been shipped into this application [70]. Figure 24 is a plot of the total
850nm VCSEL port shipments since commercialization in 1996. This data is taken from
various marketing reports and industry surveys [71]
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Figure 24 VCSEL shipments since 1996 [71]
The ideal situation would be if semiconductor lasers would integrate with silicon based
circuits, then the cost of the light source would come down to almost 0$. Section 5.2.1
discusses this in details.
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4.3 Receiver
4.3.1 Photodetector technology
Fiber optic systems generally use PIN or APD photodetectors. In avalanche
photodetectors (APD), a large reverse voltage accelerates carriers, causing additional
carriers by impact ionization. As a result current is proportional to current gain of the
APD. Even though this can result in an improvement in receiver sensitivity, in an APD
receiver additional shot noise is present because of the excess noise of the avalanche gain
process. In PIN photodetectors absorption of light is done in the intrinsic region. Carriers
generated there are swept out by the reverse-bias field. This results in a photocurrent that
is proportional to the incident optical power. PIN will be discuss in more details in this
thesis.
The main characteristics of the photodetcor are:
* Quantum efficiency
Quantum efficiency r gives an expression for the percentage of incoming photons that
are actually absorbed by the detector material.
= ( - R)(1 - exp (- aw))
Optimization of quantum efficiency includes:
(l-R) represent the effect of reflection at the surface of the device. Reflection can be
reduced by the use of antireflection coatings.
Factor , is the fraction of electron hole pairs that successfully avoid recombination at
the material surface and contribute to the useful photocurrent . Surface recombination can
be reduced by careful material growth.
exp(-oW)represents the fraction of the photon flux absorbed in the bulk of the material .
The PIN should have a sufficiently large value of width of depletion region, to maximize
this factor. o - absorption coefficient of depletion region. Based on figure 25 silicon
detectors are practical for 850nm wavelengths. For OGbit/s applications quantum
efficiency of a PIN detector need to be above 70% and for 1 to 3 Gbit/s 30% quantum
efficiency is required.
· Responsivity
Responsivity is an expression of the current produced in the detector for a given signal
power and is one of the most important parameters in characterizing a detector.
R = I / Po (A/W)
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Responsivity can be calculated from following formula:
R = rlq/hv
'Where rl is quantum efficiency, q = electron charge, h = Planck's constant, v = the
frequency of incoming light
* Speed
Speed or as usually referred the bandwidth of the detector is determined by either the
transit-time spread r or the RC time constant. If bandwidth is limited by transit time then
Bandwidth = 1/ ztr
Photons that are absorbed create an electron-hole pair by promoting an electron in the
valance band into the conductance band. The electrons and holes travel to the electrodes
swept by the reverse-bias field. The electrons travel faster than holes. r is the time it
tr
takes for a hole (being the slowest moving charge carrier) to drift one half the depletion
region, and can be expressed as;
Itr = width of intr./ vdrift
Response time can also be limited by the resistance and capacitance of the detector. Once
the electrons and holes are creates, they must travel through the semiconductor material
to the electrodes, then they must travel through some distance until they reach the
connector wire.
Resistance = L/ (C* t*w)
L = length of detector, o = conductivity, t = thickness, w = width
The receiver performance is conditioned from the capacitance of the photodiode and the
receiver circuit
Conductivity is given as C = net
3
n = number of carriers/cm , e = electron charge, t = mobility
The bandwidth of the detector could be increased by making the depletion layer thinner.
This would reduce the difference in transit time between electrons and holes. However
for efficient coupling, means surface area of the diode needs to be as large as possible.
One approach to bring capacitance as low as possible is through metal-semiconductor-
metal (MSM) photodiode, however MSM cannot be made in a standard CMOS process,
meaning cost goes up.
The speed of the detector at wavelength 850nm can be increased also if Ge is used
instead of Si. The electron mobility on Ge is 3900 cm2/-s while the electron mobility of
Si is 1350 cnm2/V-s. Today Ge detector can be effectively grown on Si .The lattice mismatch
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of Si to Ge is about 4%, resulting in a minimal lattice strain and associated defects. The bandgap
energy of Ge is 0.66 eV for the indirect gap and 0.8 eV for direct gap. Absorption at the direct
gap is desirable because the quantum efficiency is greater. Improving the geometry of design
(like finger photodetector) have brought up the bandwidth of the photdetectors too.
* Low noise
Noise arises from thermal generation of electron hole pair is called shot noise
Noise arise from higher resistance at higher temperature is called thermal noise.
.2 2kTB
In,thermal R
Noise power N= i2shot + i2 thermal
Usually Signal to Noise ratio is given in literature.
- owey;' .2 .2 .2 
N Powegnoise i (In,shot +(n,thermal)
High quantum efficiency, speed, responsivity and low noise level are desirable for the
receiver to achieve the requirements for the transceiver.
4.3.2 Photodetector Material
POF optical systems success depends in the ability to bring down the cost of its
components. Silicon foundries are very well established which makes Si the preferred
semiconductor material from the cost point of view. The receiver performance is
conditioned from the capacitance of the photodiode and the receiver circuit. Electrical
circuits can be fabricated, for example, in silicon or in GaAs. GaAs is a good absorber at
850 nm and it is possible to obtain a very fast response with the quantum efficiency
reaching nearly one. High absorption coefficient will result in high quantum efficiency
and responsivity; GaAs is also a direct bandgap material (efficient at generating
photocarriers). It also has very high electron and hole mobility (Electron mobility for
GaAs is 850()cm2/V-s and for Si is 1350cm2/V-s), which is ideal for very high-speed
operations.The performance of the circuits is lower on Si compared to GaAs, however
very high circuit densities can be achieved on Si, and at a lower cost, making it a
preferred teclnology.
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The detector on Si will take advantage of Si integrated circuitry that is more common and
cheaper than other materials systems. To create an electron hole pair an incoming photon must
have enough energy to raise an electron across the bandgap, hf>Egap. For Si the bandgap is 1.1
eV so silicon detectors are the most practical detectors at wavelengths between 800nm and
900nm. Actually, responsivity maximum for Si occurs for wavelengths substantially
shorter than the bandgap wavelength because Si is an indirect-gap material. The photon
absorption transition therefore takes place from the valence band to conduction band
states that typically lie well above the conduction band edge. Figure 25 shows the
absorption coefficient and penetration depth for various semiconductors .
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Figure 25 Absorption Coefficient and penetration depth for various semiconductors [25]
If one is looking for high speed (up to 1 OGbitps) devices CMOS compatible than Ge
becomes the material of choice for the receiver.
4.3.3 Ge- photdetector material for future applications of broad band
optical communications
To date available LAN's applications are require at most 3Gbitps (video
communication) speed. New applications will emerge as low cost transceivers and low
loss plastic fibers are being addressed from the researchers. Most likely those future
applications will require more speed ( in the range of 10Gbps) than Si can offers. Among
the semiconductors that offer higher speed than Si, are IIIvariou-V semiconductors or Ge. As
discussed in Chapter 6 , thigh speed (up tohe transceiver is brought down drastically if the
process flow is CMOS compatible. So the best material choice to keep the cost of the
optical transceiver down and to increase the speed is Ge. Figure 26 illustrate this point.
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Figure 26 3dB cutoff frequency for Ge vertical PIN diodes used for detector design [25]
Ge detector can be effectively grown on Si. The lattice mismatch of Si to Ge is about
4%, The bandgap energy of Ge is 0.66 eV for the indirect gap and 0.8 eV for direct gap.
The advantages of Ge in a photodetector compare to Si would be:
* Stronger absorption, which means higher sensitivity. Figure 27 gives absorption
of Ge on Si [72]
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Figure 27 Absorption of Ge on Si
I 180
* Higher mobility (x 3 in bulk), therefore faster drift and diffusion
Bulk Ge has electron mobility of 3900 cm2/V-sec and a hole mobility of 1900cm2/V-
sec.
· The growth and fabrication process of Ge detector is compatible with CMOS
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processing and so can be monolithically integrated with CMOS circuits. CMOS
circuits can be fabricated first on silicon substrate with some marked areas for
germanium detector growth.
Photodetector on Ge are reported in [73] .SiGe pin-photodiodes (figure 28) were
fabricated on thick graded (10% Ge per tm) buffers with a Ge content up to 100%.
Growth of the thick graded buffer layers was performed by LEPECVD. [74]
100%
4
100 nm Ge n (Sb) 10 2Ge /
1 pm i-Ge 600 C
}
relaxed
graded
SiGe
buffer
Figure 28 Cross section of the Ge on Si photodetector [74]
100% Ge photodiodes with an 1 pm thick intrinsic zone are reported [75] to exhibit dc-
photoresponsivities of 145mA/W at a wavelength of 1.3 m and 25mA/W at 1.55[lm even
at zero bias and an RC-limited 3dB opto-electrical bandwidth of 0.9GHz.
Summary of SiGe/ Si photodetectors (table 2) in the NIR is given in [76]
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Table 12 Summary of SiGe/Si photodetectors in the NIR [76]
Ge photodetectors have been fabricated using Ge epilayers grown by the 2-step
growth method and the responsivity spectra are found very close to an ideal responsivity
curve [77] .Another approach to built Ge photodetectors on Si platform is used by [78]
The authors presents a strain engineering of Ge photodetectors on Si. The band gap of the
Ge film is shown to be engineered to 0.765eV (compared to 0.801eV of the unstrained
Ge) as a result of 0.25% in-plane tensile strain, which corresponds to an effective
photodetection range up to 1623nm and covers the whole L-band. A tensile strained Ge
p-i-n diode with detection capability up to 1600nm has been demonstrated on Si
platform .The responsivity of the device is significantly higher than the theoretical values
of an un-strained Ge photodiode with the same film thickness .The responsivity of the
tensile strained Ge photodetector at 1310,1550 and 1600nm are as high as 0.64A/W,
0.40A/W and 0.1 OA/W, respectively. High responsivity, Si-CMOS compatible devices
like the ones mentioned above confirm that Ge is an ideal material for the future
applications of broad band optical communications.
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4.4 Coupling
One of the advantages of POF-based optical systems is that the requirements for
alignment are much relaxed than in a silica-based optical system, because of the large
dimensions of POF. However to improve coupling several methods are used from lenses
to guiding holes [105]This section will describe the possible advantages that using POF
offers in coupling light from the fiber to the receiver and from the transmitter to the fiber.
Light diverges at a rather large angle as is comes out of the light source. Fiber pigtail is a
prealigned length of fiber that can be spliced or connected to the fiber in the field. The
alternative to using a fiber pigtail is the use of a microlens with a graded index, however
pigtail coupling minimizes the coupling loss and is the preferred method for POF.
Because POF has a larger diameter compare to silica fiber the alignement and
coupling is easier. Coupling of light from a light source can be done through embedment
of the source and drive electronics into the connector housing (Figure 29), such as for
transceivers used in automotive and consumer products.
Corretor
ca.ptlCa
Figure 29 Connector, light source and POF fiber interfaced together [2]
Direct coupling of VCSELs to POF can be done using guide holes patterned in a thick
photoresist as shown in figure 30 [45]
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Figure 30 Schematic a) perspective view and b) cross sectional view of the direct coupling of
VCSEL to POF [45]
Chapter 5 Si Integration: Path to Cost Reduction
If all components of an optical transceiver are available commercially discrete
components what is the need of photonics on silicon or integration?
In the section 3.2.2. properties of silicon that affect its optical performance were discuss.
The speed of electronics based on Si has reached cut off frequency 130GHz which
would allow operation up to 45GHz [79] still devices based on III-V compounds are
ahead in speed. Optical transceiver designed for POF is going to be used by residential
customers. Technological performance and cost are going to determine the future path
that this transceiver will take. Sufficient performance is needed, however only low cost
will make the transceiver to succeed in market. Si pass the test of sufficient performance.
The following sections will discuss the cost benefits that Si offers for the transceiver and
also report the level of integration to date.
5.1 Photonics in silicon
III-V elements (InP, GaAs) offer excellent performance for the optical transceiver.
Much faster devices can be built on III-V's than in Si because their electron mobility is
much higher than the electron mobility of Si. However researchers haven't stop looking
for ways to built the transceiver in Si because of the cost advantages that Si offers.
* Si is the dominant material in microelectronics today because Si foundries are
very well establish. Si which is widely available, can be easy to handle and to
manufacture and shows very good thermal and mechanical.
* The industry of Si would not be the same if the properties of SiO2 would not be
as excellent as they are. Native oxide of silicon, SiO2, is not only an excellent
insulator, but also an effective diffusion barrier and has a very high etching
selectivity with respect to Si.
· Si has been the most studied semiconductor, at least the last 60 years, therefore a
single dominating processing technology, CMOS, exist for more than 95% of the
whole market of semiconductor chips[80]. Cost per bit is much reduced in Si as
the integration of more and more devices (55000000 in Pentium) on larger and
larger silicon wafers has been taken place. Figure 31 shows the evolution of the
number of transceivers in a single central processing unit vs. the year [81 ]
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Figure 31 Number of transceivers in a single central processing unit vs. the year [81]
5.2 Integrated transceiver
Cost reduction through integration has been the path that the microelectronic
technology successfully has taken. Integration, if would be done in photonics, would
reduce the cost of packaging that actually counts for 70 to 80% of the total cost of the
devices [25].
As concluded from [82] integration will ease of use of the device by making the
device more user friendly than they are today and provide a level of interface
management for the customer. Lowering manufacturing cost will come from integration
since elimination of the cleaving process (for active devices to improve yields and
reducing the number of fiber splices required) will happen. Packaging cost will be
reduced because less hermetically sealed packages are needed. Integration of the device
will enable components and modules that require less real estate than their current
discrete equivalents. Integrated devices will be more energy efficient, in terms of
communication signals between functions- including both RF and optical.
However with integration complication of the processing increases and several barriers
(as described in more details in [82]) have emerged. First barrier is lower yield for the
process as integration takes place as well as materials process capability, process
integration hierarchy, polarization diversity, optical loss and heterogeneity.
It was predicted in the early 1990 that silicon based optoelectronics would be a reality
before the end of the century and all but silicon laser have already been demonstrated[83]
Optical component markets at $1.5 billion (US) are expected to reach $2.4 billion by
2009[84]. The world-wide market for integrated active optical products at $1.1 billion in
2003 will grow to $1.5 billion in 2009 [85]
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Laser Integration: A laser is needed to have high speed optical transceiver. Several
strategies are followed to build a laser in Si [86]. A weighting of each of those
approaches is given in [87] . Basically, they differ both for spectral region of emission
and for the physics behind. Figure 32 shows a schematic sketch of the various strategies
that are currently followed to build a silicon laser.
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Figure 32 Strategies to build silicon laser
Monolithic integration of room-temperature cw GaAs-AlGaAs lasers on Si substrates via
relaxed graded GeSi buffer layers is another approach toward integration[88] . Also from
[89] another step toward integration is realized: Si:Er photons from LED directly
modulated by MOSFET driver.
Receiver Integration: Receiver need to convert the optical signal at 850nm into electrical
signal by using silicon based photodetectors. High speed (up to 8 Gb s-i) monolithically
integrated silicon photoreceivers at 850 nm have been fabricated by using 130 nm CMOS
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technology on a SOI wafer [90]. Silicon integrated photoreceivers able to detect signals
with a high responsivity of 0.46 A W-1 at 3.3 V for 845 nm light and 2.5 Gb s-i data
rate are also reported on [91]. A 200 GHz Ge photdetector on Si platform that covers a
broad detection spectrum from 850-1600nm is reported [92]. PIN diode has been reported
to be fabricated from tesile strained Ge epitaxial material with fully Si-CMOS compatible
processes; at OV bias the responsivity of the device at 850nm is 0.50A/W which can be
further increased by 30% with antireflection coating. The high responsivity at 850nm
enables on chip optoelectronic applications of the device. The device is reported to be
fully compatible with Si CMOS technology, which enables monolithically integrated
photodiodes with Si circuitry.
5.3 Silicon based waveguides
Silicon based waveguides are needed to be silicon compatible and should
withstand normal microelectronics processing. When designing the waveguide one
assesses parameters like index of refraction of the core material, its electro-optical effects,
the optical losses and the transparency region. Different approaches have been followed
to realize low optical loss waveguides, [931:
· low dielectric mismatch structures (e.g. doped silica, silicon nitride or silicon
oxynitride on oxide [94] , [95]
· differently doped silicon [96]
· high dielectric mismatch structures (e.g. silicon on oxide) [97]
Techniques like adiabatic tapers, V-grooves, and grating couplers have been proposed
to improve optical loss. Figure 33 shows the schemes to couple the light from a fiber into
a waveguide by using taper, grating coupler, or from a vaveguide into a photodiode by
using a total internal reflection mirror
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Figure 33 Schemes to couple the light from a fiber into a waveguide by using taper, grating coupler, or
from a vaveguide into a photodiode by using a total internal reflection mirror.
Waveguides on Si substrate can be made from different materials like silica,
silicon nitride or silicon oxynitride. SiON and Si3N4 can also be used for 850 and 650nm
transmission.Silicon on silicon waveguides are very effective for realizing free-carrier
injection active devices (e.g.modulators) as well as fast thermo-optic switches thanks to
the high thermal conductivity of silicon. The downside of these waveguides is that
scattering loss becomes extremely sensitive when high index contrast is increased or
when bending radii is decreased as shown in figure 34.
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Unlike the size of the transistors on chip, the size of the waveguide is relatively
large which dcoesn't allow the integration of large number of optical components in one
chip. Figure 35 compare the cross sections of a CMOS chip with a silica waveguide
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Figure 35 Cross sections of CMOS chip, SOI waveguide and silica waveguide.
If waveguides are done small then another problem, coupling efficiency to the
fiber becomes evident. The nitride based waveguides are extremely flexible with respect
to the wavelength of the signal light: both visible and IR. At the other extreme, silicon on
insulator (SOI) or polysilicon based waveguides allow for a large refractive index
mismatch and, hence, for small size waveguides in the sub-micrometer range. This allows
a large number of optical components to be integrated within a small area.A number of
photonic components in SOI such as directional couplers, dense WDM arrayed
waveguide grating, Mach-Zehnder filters and star couplers have been demonstrated and
commercialized [98],[99]
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5.4 Silicon photonics integrated circuits
Hybrid integration of active components and silica-based planar lightwave
circuits provides a full scheme for photonic component integration within a chip. Passive
components are realized by using silica waveguides while active components are
hybridized within the silica. Active components (laser diodes, semiconductor optical
amplifiers and photodiodes) are flip-chip bonded on silicon terraces where the optical
waveguides are also formed. By using this approach, various photonic components have
been integrated such as multi-wavelength light sources, optical wavelength selectors,
wavelength converters, all optical time-division multiplexers etc [100]
A full integrated optical system based on silicon oxynitride waveguides, silicon
photodetectors and CMOS transimpedance amplifiers has been realized [101]. A compact,
low cost WDM transceiver for the LAN has been reported also in [102] In this paper, a
fully integrated transceiver is described in which four lasers, four detectors, a wavelength
multiplexer, a wavelength demultiplexer, and all necessary electronics are contained
within a duplex-connectorized module. The component
technologies that enable the transceiver to be compact and low-cost are also described.
Figure 36 shows an illustration of a half-inch wide WWDM transceiver module that is
being developed at Agilent Laboratories for possible use in 1 0-GbE LAN applications.
The proposed module is based on a printed circuit board with a ball-grid array electrical
intertace and an MT
Figure 36Half-inch wide WWDM transceiver module
The authors have demonstrated 10-Gb/s data transmission across 300 m of
multimode fiber using a compact WWDM transceiver design. The package design will
also support a 10- km link distance over single-mode fiber. By using low-cost component
technology, including an injection-molded plastic wavelength demultiplexer, reduced-
specification DFB lasers, and compact planar waveguide technology, the cost of this
module should be consistent with traditional LAN transceiver costs. This technology is
ideally suited for the newly emerging 1 0-Gigabit Ethernet LAN market.
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In conclusion, monolithic integration on III-V platform is mature today [103] . III-
V platform offers faster devices, however POF optical transceiver is going to be a
residential consumer device therefore sufficient performance is needed. The path to cost
reduction is through integration of the devices on Si, to take advantages of Si-large scale
integration and the high volume market offer by applications for LAN make possible cost
reduction for the POF optical transceiver.
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CHAPTER 6 COST MODEL
As has been described in preceding chapters, cost is now a driving force for the
transceiver industry. From a technology point of view, the transceiver industry is working
to reduce cost using three main approaches. The first is particularly aimed at POF
transceivers, the latter two are generally applicable:
1. Moving from unidirectional to bidirectional devices
To date, only unidirectional transceivers exists on the market for POF. Such designs
require not only additional packaging, but, most critically, double the length of fiber
required for each connection. With a bidirectional design only one fiber is used to
transmit AND) receive the optical signal. As shown in Table 13, POF fiber is a dominant
expense - for a 1 Om connection fiber cost could reach $200 for unidirectional designs.
Removing the second fiber provides immediate savings.
Fiber 1, (PMMA) $6/m
Fiber2, (perfluorinated) $ 10/m
VCSEL (850nm) $.93
LD $3.70
Si PD $2.19
TIA $2.00
Table 13 Comparing the price of the components in an optical system
2. Better component manufacturing (cheaper substrate, larger wafer sizes)
Currently, transceivers on the market are built on III-V semiconductor platforms,
typically on 4 inch or smaller wafers. The cost of one InP wafer 100mm with epitaxial
layer is about $1000; one GaAs wafer 100mm costs $500. III-V elements offer higher
speed for the transceiver however the cost of one silicon wafer 4inch, 8inch and 12 inch
is respectively $26, $40,$1000. Si has been the most studied semiconductor, at least the
last 60 years, therefore a single dominating processing technology, CMOS, exists for
more than 95% of the whole market of semiconductor chips. As a result being able to
manufacture the transceiver into Si brings significant cost savings.
3. Integration
Integration provides a number of performance and economic advantages as describe in
more detail in Sections 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. Economically speaking, the largest benefit from
integration arises from reducing the approximately 70% of cost that comes from
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packaging. However, integration also brings yield down because of the requisite more
complicated processing. As such, determining whether integration provides cost savings
requires a detailed analysis of a specific case. To give the answer to this question in the
context of a bidirectional transceiver, three different designs were modeled using a
process based cost model developed at MIT.
6.1 Different transceiver designs
In this thesis the impact of the design choices on the cost has been studied for three
different transceivers. Design #1 considers discrete components and discrete
subassembled packages; Design # 2. considers discrete components, where only the
receiver is subassembled'; and Design # 3. is monolithically integrated device and
package. A schematic of a discrete transceiver design (as in design #1) is given in Figure
37, showing the key components modeled [104]. The transceiver often consists only of the
laser and the detector, each sealed in a TO-can and then incorporated into a metal box. The leads
from the laser and detector subassemblies are connected to the appropriate electronics that drive
the laser and manipulate the incoming data.
TO-Laser Beam Splitter Ball Lens
/ I /
Fig 37 Discrete transceiver schematic. The laser and the detector are separately manufactured and
hermetically sealed in a TO-can. The TO-cans are then integrated into a box along with a beam splitter to
separate the incoming light and a lens used to focus the laser light into the fiber.
In design #1 and #2 the light source can be LED of VCSEL; their comparison is given in
table 10. Design #3 has VCSEL as the light source .
Design 2 also differs from Design 1 in that it assumes that no additional lens are
required within the package
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6.2 Discrete design or integrated design (from cost of
manufacturing/area point of view)?
The first thing to consider when starting the cost analysis of any semiconductor
component is the size of the wafer. Three different size Si-substrates exist on the market:
4 inch ($26), 8 inch($40) and 12inch. 8 inch wafers are dominantly used in today's fabs
due to their area/cost advantage. As such, an 8 inch wafer is used in the cost model for
this analysis. The PD and TIA are the components that consume the largest area on the
wafer. The receiver PD and transimpendance amplifier (TIA) are fabricated discretely in
the first and second design. The simplest way to compare cost of manufacturing discrete
or integrated photodiodes and TIA-s is to compare the cost of manufacturing per area.
The products and processes modeled for this thesis do not require special equipment or
very long processing compared to the TIA (cf. process flow in Appendix A). To calculate
cost per area one should take in consideration cost divided by the good die area produced
per year.
· Size of the die for PD -- 2x2mm 2,
· Size of the die for TIA -- 2x2mm 2 .
· Size of the die in the integrated case -- 2x3mm 2 .
As such, the integrated component would require 33% less die area compared to
producing the two components separately. Obviously, monolithic integration is favored
from the point of view of requiring less die area. However this is only a rough estimation.
With integration not only the area of the devices changes, but also the level of complexity
which means the yield of the processes changes. A more detailed analysis counting for
the changes that come with integration as mentioned above is done through process based
cost modeling.
6.3 Impact of line utilization on cost
The manufacturing of the optical transceiver is likely to require only a portion of
any given foundry capacity. Therefore, different levels of dedication for production lines
are considered in the model. Results from the cost model for the unit cost of the device
when line dedication to transceiver is varied are presented on table 15. During the
calculation it is assumed that the fab operates at 200,000 units per year.
% of line Design 1 Design 2 Desi n 3
dedication PV=200,000 PV=50,000 PV=200,000 PV=50,000 PV=200,000 PV=50,000
All dedicated $39.94 $48.72 $37.61 $44.08 $82.9 $305.21
All not dedicated $36.75 $37.77 $34.99 $35.15 $ 7.97 $8.09
Investment
weighted
utilization 1.15 0.22 1.17 0.20 0.12 0.02
Table 15 Results for the unit cost for different line dedication
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Based on the results presented on table 15, the unit cost of the integrated device is
extremely high if line of production is dedicated to it. To illustrate the point, the range of
the unit cost is increased almost 10 times for design #3, if it is calculated as 100%
dedicated and 0% dedicated. One way that the industry is trying to solve this problem is
to share the platform across products and increasing capability to run multiple products
on a single line.
As mentioned above, during the calculations regarding the effect of line production
percentage dedicated to the transceiver, is decisive in cost of the unit. The percentage of
utilization of line production depends on the number of units manufactured per year.
At a production volume 50,000 units per year the investment weighted utilization of the
production line jumps to 2.1% ,compare to 0.5% utilization at 40,000 units. This increase
of utilization is reflected on the cost reduction for the transceivers manufactured at
production volumes above that critical number as shown in figure 38.
6.2 Sensitivity of unit cost to annual production volume
Unit cost vs. Production Volume
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Figure 38 Unit Cost Sensitivity to Annual Production Volume
As can be seen from the figure 38, for design#1 and #2 production volumes
above 30,000 units per year are critical to reach economies of scale; for design #3
economies of scale are achieved for production volumes above 50,000 units per year.
After that production volume (PV) for every 5000units increase on PV the unit cost is
reduced only 1%. Design #1 is the most expensive choice for production volumes above
30,000 units per year. Design #3 becomes the least expensive device for production
volumes above 30,000 transceiver per year. Production volume equal to 30,000 units per
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year is the point where the integrated device becomes cheaper for the yields entered in
the PBCM. To explain this switch in cost between the designs a cost breakdown by fixed
and variable cost is needed. The cost breakdown by variable and fixed cost is given in
figure 39 at PV= 50,000 and figure 40 at PV=200,000units . In the following figure, costs
are grouped into: Materials( including purchased packaging components) , Labor (direct
and indirect, both with benefits, but not managerial costs), Energy, Equipment and Other
Fixed ( Building's cost, maintenance, overhead).
Figure 39 Variable and Fixed cost breakdown per unit cost at 50,000 units per year
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Variable and fixed cost at production volumes 50,000units per year
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Figure 40 Variable and Fixed cost breakdown per unit cost at 200,000units per year.
The main cost for design #3 comes from the fixed cost. As the PV increases above
1 00,000units per year fixed cost per unit lowers for design #3 so it becomes cheaper then
$20
The importance of reaching economies of scale as explained in this section will be
followed by the discussion of yield on the following section because if the yield is
improved than unit cost corresponding to the production volume will change.
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6.3 Yield
Yield is measured throughout the manufacturing line, during wafer processing, wafer
finishing and wafer test. For each of the designs the total yield is given as follows in
Table 16
Table 16 Total yield given for different designs
As it can be seen from Table 16, total yield drops sharply for design #3 .Total yield is
determined from the yield of specific step during processing. Figure 39 gives the yield
for the steps that impact the most total yield.
Figure 39 Yield of the steps that impact the most total yield during processing
Critical yield steps-Etching
A very critical yield step is via etch on the backside of the wafer to form ground contacts
to the front or other etch processes. The hole needed for the contacts has the dimensions
10 tm wide x 1 OOm deep. A highly anisotropic etch is needed to create a hole that is
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uniform throughout the wafer. Even though the yield result for the integrated transceiver
is discouraging, one should remember that limiting yield steps during packaging are
saved when PD & TIA are manufactured in the same die.
Improvements to the yield of etching and also the the yield of growth and deposition
processes increase the total yield of manufacturing to 35% (compare to 32% that is
actually incorporated in the model). This higher yield results in lower cost for the
transceiver fiom $13.135 at 32%yield into $12.96 for 35%yield.
As explained in [103] yield during dicing is a limiting factor for the commercially
available photodiode build on GaAs or InP , however for our photodiodes build on Si or
Ge because of the larger dimensions of the photodiode this process is not yield limiting
anymore.
6.4 Cost breakdown by driving processes
From the above section is clear that to achieve a low cost transceiver economy of
scale is necessary, as well as improvement of yield in specific processes. This section
will give the cost breakdown by process to identify the cost driving processes. Focusing
the development resources in the cost dominant areas helps the industry to lower the cost
more efficiently. Driving cost processes are grouped in: Package back end, Test,
Assembly Backed end, Lithography, Other Front, Growth/ Deposition and optical sub
assembly processes.The results from the cost model for each design are in figure 41
Cost breakdown by process type
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Figure 41 Comparison of cost breakdown by process type for all three designs.
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The conclusions drawn from the analysis based on the cost breakdown by process are:
· The main cost for the discrete design #1 comes from
Assembly back end (58.6%), Growth and deposition (12.2 %), optical subassembly
(20.5%)
* The main cost for the discrete design #2 comes from assembly back end (66%)
and from growth and deposition (25%)
* In design # 3, optical subassembly & assembly back end have near zero cost,
however the test cost is up to 6.8 %, and the cost of growth/ deposition process is
increased to 45.89% of the total cost of the device.
* For design #1 and #2, cost savings would come from improvement in the
assembly back end or subassembly cost, while for design #3 cost savings depends
on realizing low cost assembly and from improvement in the growth/deposition
process.
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CONCLUSIONS
Currently the optical industry is trying to improve the optical network for short distances
through several approaches.
1. Plastic optical fiber offers better performance than copper fibers and lower cost
comparing to silica fibers. Low loss POF have been fabricated and commercialized.
Because of the low cost advantage and increasing performance, POF has become the
choice for Gigabit Ethernet applications in customer premises and local area networks.
2. Realizing a bidirectional transceiver
Cost reduction is the key for the future development of optoelectronic (OE) components,
mostly driven by upcoming large volume applications. One approach is targeting a bi-
directional transceiver because using bidirectional transceiver reduces in half the amount
of fiber used compare to unidirectional transceiver in the optical network. .
3. Transitioning to a Si or Ge/Si platform
Creating an optical receiver within a Si or Ge material platform has huge advantages in
terms of cost compared to a receiver in InP or GaAs (cost of the last ones is given in
[103]).Having a transceiver manufactured through CMOS processes, leverages well
known batch processes during component fabrication, and should reduce overall module
fabrication cost.
4. Discrete or integrated
Although the efforts to lower the package cost remain useful, the results from the PBCM
show that only when production volumes are above 30,000units/year (critical to achieve
economies of scale), the cost of the integrated transceiver is lower than the cost of the
discrete one. Significant cost drop, below $20 is possible only for integrated transceiver
at production volumes above 100,000 units per year.
Given that global markets for the transceiver is not more than 50,000units per year, to
reach economies of scale, firms are facing now a lack of demand. One way to increase
the volume production for the transceiver would be to look at the fiber to the home
(FTTH) installation. Today FTTH systems are design to provide more bandwidth than
required from the customer point of view. The systems are designed to be upgraded (in
case more bandwidth is required) through software and not through replacing
components. Increase in demand for transceiver manufacturers is not likely to happen
once initial deployment is complete; the replacement driver will be equipment failure and
replacement, as opposed to technology upgrade [106] . The other options than is
overseas demand for the optical transceiver. Also the approach toward the unidentified
market would contribute to high production volumes. The unidentified market is
considered the installation of an optical transceivers in home entertainment applications,
although it is not being used at the moment from the customer. If transceivers were found
in every new TV or DVD production would rapidly reach the necessary economies of
scale. If yield. of the etching processes are improved then the cost of the integrated
transceiver drops even more, which makes the transceiver affordable from the customer
point of view in every device like PC, Printer ect. With the huge market in front of the
optical transceiver the integrated device becomes the choice for higher performance, and
lower cost.
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